The problem of finding thermally minimizing configurations of a humanoid robot to recover its actuators from unsafe thermal states is addressed. A first-order, data-driven, effortbased, thermal model of the robot's actuators is devised, which is used to predict future thermal states. Given this predictive capability, a map between configurations and future temperatures is formulated to find what configurations, subject to valid contact constraints, can be taken now to minimize future thermal states. Effectively, this approach is a realization of a contact-constrained thermal inverse-kinematics (IK) process. Experimental validation of the proposed approach is performed on the NASA Valkyrie robot hardware.
I. INTRODUCTION
E FFECTIVE thermal management is necessary for continuous long-term deployment of robots in ground [1] and space applications [2] . At NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC), the operation of the Valkyrie humanoid robot [3] constantly requires the operator to monitor the thermal states of the robot's electric actuators. When the temperatures of the torso or leg actuators reach unsafe levels, robot operations are postponed until the thermal states of the actuators return within safe limits. Existing techniques to manage the thermal state of a robot fall into three categories: considering heat dissipation in the design [4] [5] , the use of novel materials for insulation against external heat [1] , and active methods with liquid cooling [2] , [6] , [7] . However, these approaches are only appropriate during the design and manufacturing phase of the robot as modifying the hardware of existing robots, such as Valkyrie, is difficult.
One thermal recovery strategy for certain types of robots is to shut off all the motors. This strategy is appropriate for robots with high gear ratios such that the majority of the robot load is supported by the mechanical structure of the system. However, this approach can be impractical for multi-limbed robots such as humanoids, which need to exert effort to balance [3] , [8] , [9] . For these robots, a zero effort condition is similar to being Manuscript received: September, 10, 2018; Revised November 28, 2018; Accepted December, 12, 2018. This paper was recommended for publication by Editor Nikos Tsagarakis upon evaluation of the Associate Editor and Reviewers' comments. This work was supported by a NASA Space Technology Research Fellowship (NSTRF) Grant # NNX15AQ42H, and the Office of Naval Research, ONR grant #N000141512507. 1 The authors are with the University of Texas at Austin. 2 The authors are with the NASA Johnson Space Center. Digital Object Identifier (DOI): 10.1109/LRA.2019.2894068 Fig. 1 . Thermally minimizing configurations for three different contact configurations found by the proposed algorithm for actuator thermal recovery. From left to right, the valid contact configurations explored in this paper are: right leg single support, double support, and left leg single support. During the thermal recovery process, the algorithm naturally finds a strategy that switches between these thermally minimizing configurations.
in a fallen state, and standing up from a fallen state remains a hard problem [10] , [11] . The robot may also be constrained to a particular set of valid contact configurations, and in these cases the robot is required to exert motor effort to satisfy contact constraints. In contrast to redesigning the robot or augmenting the hardware with active liquid cooling components, the described approach searches for thermally minimizing robot configurations under different valid contact constraints to thermally recover the actuator states. Concretely, a data-driven, effortbased (forces and torques), thermal model of Valkyrie's actuators is first created. This thermal model is used to predict future temperatures given actuator efforts. Then, a mapping between contact-consistent configurations and actuator efforts is formulated using constrained dynamics equations [12] . This enables the construction of a potential function on the thermal state vector in terms of robot configuration. Finally, a contactconsistent gradient descent is performed on the potential function which finds a thermally minimizing configuration for a given contact constraint ( Fig. 1 ). This minimization process is a realization of thermal-based inverse-kinematics (IK). An experimental hardware validation is performed on the Valkyrie robot, which demonstrates that the presented algorithm is able to recover the actuators from unsafe thermal states. It is also shown that a thermal-aware contact-switching strategy can recover dangerously warm actuators faster than employing a minimum-effort strategy only.
The contributions of this work are the following: (1) A detailed description of the effort-based thermal model and its system identification process. (2) The formulation of a temperature potential function in terms of configuration under contact constraints. (3) A gradient-descent approach to find contact-consistent configurations which minimizes the temperature potential function.
II. RELATED WORKS A. Actuator Thermal Modeling
For thermal system identification, the work presented in [7] , which is inspired from [6] , used second order dynamics to model the thermal parameters of the motor core and the motor case. Utilizing the reported thermal parameters of the motor core from the manufacturer's specification sheet, a step-response test was used to obtain the thermal resistance and capacitance of the motor case. In this previous work, it was important to estimate the internal temperature of the motor core. However, Valkyrie's thermistor configuration (see Sec. III) already provides the desired thermal states, and because the proposed approach uses a thermal model to predict the evolution of the thermal states, it is possible to use a simplified first-order model similar to [13] .
While the system identification process of [7] was performed on a table-top platform, in contrast, the system identification described here is performed while the actuators are still in the robot. Due to the difficulty of getting good step responses for each actuator in the robot, the thermal system identification method instead utilizes a least-squares fit via gradient descent. This has the advantage of learning the thermal parameters from large amounts of data with the added benefit that parameter identification will not be restricted to step response properties. A gradient descent approach also enables adaptive online parameter identification (eg: with stochastic gradient descent) [14] , as mini-batches of new data can be easily incorporated to update environmentally sensitive thermal parameters.
B. Deriving Configurations from Minimum Effort Control
Since thermal models of electric actuators are directly driven by the output effort of the actuator [13] , one simple approach for thermal recovery of actuators is to simply identify minimum effort configurations from torque commands. In [12] , a task Jacobian which described the relationship of gravity to joint configuration was incorporated to a wholebody operational space controller, which produced minimum effort torques while satisfying balance constraints. Similarly, a quadratic-program (QP) formulation such as in [15] can provide minimizing torques while satisfying contact constraints. However, since these approaches do not have thermal information on the actuators, a minimizing configuration from Fig. 2 . A simplified electrical model of Valkyrie's actuator is shown depicting the relationship between the motor driver, the electric motor, and their respective heat dissipation,Q b , andQm. A logic board with a low-level torque controller draws a total current, i T , from a DC voltage source, V . Given a desired torque, the logic board provides the motor driver a current, im. While the motor driver and electric motor are two separate thermal systems, the same current im passes through the driver and the motor. a torque output will not necessarily recover thermal states, as the minimizing configuration itself can still heat actuators with unsafe thermal states. Suppose a quadruped robot has just completed a complex locomotion task which required large amounts of effort from a single leg and no further load must be put on this limb. A minimum effort only strategy will load this actuator during thermal recovery. To address this problem, this work extends [12] by first directly minimizing thermal states instead of gravity effort, second by obtaining configurations during contact-consistent gradient-descent instead of joint torque outputs from an operational space mapping, and third by searching over thermally minimizing configurations from a set of valid contact configurations.
III. THE VALKYRIE ROBOT SYSTEM
The NASA Valkyrie robot [3] is used for experimental validation. Excluding the finger joints of the robot, Valkyrie has 32 actuated degrees of freedom. The robot is also comprised of harmonic-driven, series-elastic electric actuators [16] , [17] , for torque output sensing and control. Each electric actuator contains three thermistors for monitoring the temperature of the actuator controller's logic board, the temperature of the motor driver's/bridge's heat sink, and the temperature of the motor core. The measured temperatures from the thermistors are recorded and broadcast on the operator's console for thermal state monitoring. Valkyrie's primary thermal concerns are the thermal states of the torso and leg actuators' motor drivers and cores. These components naturally heat up due to the high actuator efforts needed to balance, thus the thermal recovery work presented here focuses on these actuators.
While most of Valkyrie's joints are rotary, the torso, wrist, and ankle joints each have two linear actuators that control the joint's roll and pitch degrees of freedom. As the thermal model is based on actuator effort (see Sec. IV), it is necessary to derive actuator efforts from joints with kinematic loops. For a given roll, Ψ, and pitch, θ, configurations of the torso, wrist, and ankle joints, an analytical Jacobian describes the mapping between the output roll and pitch torques, τ rotary , and the linear forces, F linear , of the push rods. Fig. 3 . Two different first-order thermal models for the motor driver and motor core systems. Subfigure(a) is a standard first-order thermal model for electrical systems in which the Joule heating due to the electrical current is used as the input to the thermal system. On the otherhand, subfigure(b) models the actuator effort in torque or force units as the input to the thermal system with a variable thermal resistance to model actuator bias.
IV. THERMAL MODELING AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION OF VALKYRIE'S ACTUATORS A. Effort-based Thermal Model
Each actuator of Valkyrie has two thermal systems of interest: the actuator's motor driver and the actuator's motor core itself. It is assumed that the thermistors are representative of the true thermal states of the motor driver and core. Thus, what is unknown is the heat dissipation properties of each thermal system.
While the approach relies on modeling the thermal parameters of the system, many of the thermal parameters are inherently sensitive to the environment which makes exact parameter identification difficult: electrical winding resistance can vary with temperature and thermal resistance depends on ventilation. Additionally, since the motor driver is a small electrical board, it can be located anywhere on the robot. Depending on its mounting configuration, it may have different thermal dissipation properties compared to a tabletop setting. Similarly, each actuator may also have different mounting and enclosure configurations, which can also lead to different thermal parameters. To address parameter sensitivity concerns, the thermal system is modeled from large amounts of actual operation data with different excitation modes and uses a firstorder lumped model to enable the dominating parameters and environmental factors to dictate the thermal evolution of the model. Also note that this thermal model only needs to be able to predict the general trend of thermal evolution and relative thermal magnitudes for the thermal recovery algorithm to make informed decisions, so it does not need to be exact. Fig. 2 illustrates that for a given motor torque, the same current passes through the motor driver and core. Next, Fig.3 (a) demonstrates this first-order model in which the Joule heating due to the electrical current is the input to the thermal system with thermal resistance R and capacitance C. This has the corresponding differential equation,
where i m is the electrical current going through the motor driver and motor core, R e is the electrical resistance of the motor core, and T amb is the ambient temperature. One difficulty working with Valkyrie's actuators with harmonic drives and series-elastic components is that its compliance introduces a bias and hysteresis on the torque-current relationship of the actuator [18] , [19] (Fig. 4) . Typically, this Fig. 4 . The torque-current relationship of the harmonic-driven, series-elasticactuated knee joint of Valkyrie. Valkyrie's arm, torso, and leg actuators have bias and hysteresis which affect the relationship between the current input to the motor and the force/torque output of the actuator. The bias arises from the spring load, and hysteresis depends on the the loading direction and actuator effort direction. would require another system identification process. Instead however, an effort-based thermal model is introduced that automatically approximates the effects of bias and hysteresis on the actuator thermal dynamics as part of a single system identification process. This also provides the added benefit of not having to directly identify the nonlinear torque-current relationship of the actuators. Remembering that the torque output of a rotary joint powered by an electric motor is proportional to the product of the transmission ratio, N and the torque-current constant, K m , an equivalent thermal model of the same system instead uses the effort of the actuator as the input to the differential equation. Similarly, this linear relationship also holds true for an electric motor with a linear force output via a ball-screw mechanism. Generalizing the joint output effort, F , to represent torque for rotary outputs and forces for linear outputs, the relationship between actuator effort and electrical current can be described by
where F bias is nonzero for actuator thermal components with series-elastic actuators 1 . Notice that this current-effort relationship models the bias directly but only approximates the hysteresis with a linear fit. Next, note that the Joule heating of the electrical system is proportional to the square of the current, P e = i 2 m R e . Replacing this with an effort-based model by solving for i m in Eq. 2, the Joule heating based on the 1 A previously explored thermal model had ignored force bias and hysteresis effects. Surprisingly, this simpler model was also able to find parameters which can reasonably predict the evolution of the thermal states. While modeling the bias gives better fits and thermal prediction capabilities, the thermal recovery algorithm also works with the previous simpler model as it does not need exact thermal predictions. output joint effort is obtained:
where P bias is the constant Joule heating due to the actuator effort bias, and β R e /(N K m ) 2 and β bias 2F bias β are parameters that simultaneously encapsulate electrical resistance, transmission ratios, and actuator bias. Exploiting these constitutive relationships, Fig 3(b) is an effort-based, firstorder, thermal model of the motor driver and motor core systems. The dynamics of the effort-based thermal model are similar to the traditional current-based thermal model.
where T offset = T amb + P bias R is a temperature offset due to the ambient temperature and Joule heating bias. Note that the main advantage of using an effort-based thermal model is that the exact parameters for N , K m , and F bias are no longer needed for each actuator. Since this is a first order model, for an initial temperature T o and constant effort F , the state evolution has the following closed-form solution,
B. Thermal System Identification
Operation data was gathered by placing Valkyrie in a variety of poses to get transient and steady-state thermal data on Valkyrie's legs and torso. A time-series data for temperature, electric current, and actuator effort for all actuators were obtained from this process. To identify the thermal parameters of the effort-based thermal model, a least-squares fit via batch gradient descent was used. Since at anytime, the system temperatures T , ambient temperature T amb , and actuator effort F are known, Eq. 5, can be rearranged to express the unknown parameters. The i-th training data point (x i , y i ) can be written as
where θ = RC βR β bias R P bias R is a vector of unknown parameters to be learned. Note that the training data, x i , are low-pass filtered values of the raw data. Using standard regression techniques [20] , the loss function, L, for this batch gradient descent and the corresponding update rule for the j-th parameter are,
where α is the learning rate, and m is the number of training data. But, this naive formulation takes a long time to converge. To speed up the identification process, the Z-score is used for feature scaling except for the bias term, which ensures that the training data are transformed to variables with zero mean,
where, (·), is the mean of a vector valued variable and σ (·) is its standard deviation. The i-th training data for the transformed problem is now written as
Batch gradient descent is then performed on this transformed data set with zero as the initial guess for all the parameters. Finally, solving for the untransformed variable y in Eq. 13 reveals the relationship between the unscaled and scaled parameters as well as a learned temperature offset, T offset , which models the Joule heating bias from the actuator and the true immediate ambient temperature of the thermal system from simply being powered on.
σ y x j σ (x,j) + P bias R).
Namely, the relationship between the j-th unscaled parameter, θ j , and the scaled parameter, θ (z,j) , can be obtained with
Combining Eq. 15 and Eq. 16 and substituting the original thermal variables, the identified thermal dynamics are
C. Thermal Prediction Performance
The thermal model of an actuator is first initialized at ambient temperature, which was measured to be 25 • C. Using only the actuator effort as input to the internal thermal model, and without updating the measured temperature value, Euler integration is used to predict and simulate the evolution of the thermal states. The prediction performance is compared against operation data in which Valkyrie was repeatedly commanded to perform a double support squat and stand up in 4.5 minute intervals. Fig. 5 demonstrates that the thermal model and the learned parameters predict the thermal state evolution of the motor driver and motor core temperatures of Valkyrie's left knee actuator for very long time horizons without any sensed temperature updates. Fig. 5 . A comparison between the true thermal states and predicted thermal states by the system identified model. The top graphs show the motor and bridge temperatures, motor and bridge temperature rates, and actuator effort data of Valkyrie's left knee actuator. The data was low-pass filtered with cutoff frequencies of 0.015Hz and 1Hz for temperature and torque measurements respectively. The temperature rates (middle graphs) were estimated using a low-pass derivative filter on the raw temperature measurement, also with a 0.015Hz cutoff frequency. Setting the initial condition of the thermal model to be equal to the ambient temperature (25 • C) and only using actuator effort as the input to the thermal model dynamics, the top plot shows that the predicted evolution of thermal states closely follows the true evolution of motor and bridge thermal states for the entire duration of the experiment without any sensed temperature updates on the thermal model.
V. FINDING THERMALLY MINIMIZING CONFIGURATIONS
For a given a set of contact constraints, the thermal model is used to identify what contact-consistent configuration should be taken now, so that after some time, ∆t, the overall system temperature is lowered. To find such a configuration, a fast, projection-based gradient-descent approach is presented.
For the following discussion, let q ∈ R n be the generalized coordinates of the floating-base robot with n degrees of freedom, and Γ ∈ R m be the torque vector with m < n actuated joints. A multi-limbed robot in contact with the environment has the following standard dynamics equations,
where A, b, and g are the inertia matrix, centrifugal forces, and gravitational forces respectively. S a is a binary matrix which maps the torque vector to the corresponding generalized-coordinates. J c is the contact Jacobian and F r is the reaction force vector. A limb of the robot having a fixed contact constraint is defined by the following equation,
where x is the position and/or orientation of the contact, and J c is its Jacobian. Substituting Eq. 19 to Eq. 18, and using the dynamically-consistent pseudo-inverse operator [12] , X = A −1 X (XA −1 X ) † , for a matrix X with † being the generalized pseudo-inverse, the following constrained dynamics equation is obtained. 20) where N c = (I − J c J c ) is the contact null space. Notice that the contact reaction force has been eliminated from this equation, but can still be estimated with Eq. 18 and the dynamically-consistent pseudo inverse operator.
Similarly, for any given dynamics on the left-hand side of Eq. 20, a compensating, contact-consistent, actuator torque vector can be obtained,
Since the goal is to obtain a final minimizing configuration (q = 0), the compensating torque vector of interest is only dependent on configuration.
where the argument q is included for clarity. Finally, let F act be the vector of the actuators' output efforts. A Jacobian, J γ , between the torque vector and the actuator effort vector always exists. Furthermore, Eq. 23 can be used to derive a direct relationship between robot configurations and actuator effort.
For rotary actuators with rotary outputs, the mapping between the actuator output effort and the joint torque is one-to-one. For joints with multiple actuators such as those found in Valkyrie's torso and ankle joints (See Sec. III), the mapping is dependent on the robot configuration q. Since Eq. 24 gives a relationship between the configuration of the robot and the actuator efforts needed to balance, this equation can be used to predict how the actuator temperatures after a time ∆t will change given a configuration q. Let T (q, ∆t) be the temperature vector of actuators, with the i-th element being the i-th thermal dynamics with the closed-form solution of Eq. 17,
where T i o is the initial temperature of the i-th system and F j (q) is the j-th actuator effort from F act (q). This temperature vector provides the predicted actuator temperatures after a time ∆t for a given robot configuration. Since the goal is to find a thermally minimizing configuration, the following quadratic potential function is constructed,
where Q is a diagonal cost matrix which can be modified online after receiving a temperature update to prioritize the minimization of some thermal states over the others. Next, a minimizing configuration can be obtained by iteratively computing the contact-consistent gradient of Eq. 26 with
for a small value of h with i being a zero vector with a 1 at the i-th element. A way to interpret Eq. 28 is the following. Since N c is a projector matrix (N 2 c = N c ) [12] , for a given configuration proposal, q + h · , the proposed new configuration is projected with N c to ensure kinematic contact constraint satisfiability before evaluating the temperature potential, f (q). Another approach to constructing this gradient is to first find the set of basis vectors of the null space, V = {v 1 , v 2 , ...|N c v i = 0}, which already satisfy the kinematic contact constraints, then find the directional gradient,
This second approach has the advantage of having a smaller number of basis vectors as the number of contact constraints increases. In either case, the contact-consistent gradient can be used to iteratively update the configuration q with
where k p is a vector descent gain. In this implementation, the gain changes with the magnitude of ∇f (q). At every iteration, values of k p are selected such that the maximum configuration change is bounded by some δ max . For instance, looking at the maximum actuated joint configuration change, max(dq act ), the actuated joint gains are selected to be k act p = δ max /max(dq act ). The same gain scaling method is also performed for the linear and rotary components of the floating base configurations. While the potential function is convex, the descent algorithm finds solutions that are close to, but not the true minimum, as the naive implementation uses a fixed δ max step size and terminates when the iteration limit is hit or if the next iterate causes the cost to increase.
VI. ACTUATOR THERMAL RECOVERY ALGORITHM
Given the above derivations, an actuator thermal recovery algorithm for a multi-limbed robot having a number of valid contact configurations can now be constructed. Let the set C be a collection of contact configurations, c. For instance, the set C for Valkyrie standing in place, would contain three elements: c 1 = double support, c 2 = left leg support, and c 3 = right leg support. At every control interval, the strategy to thermally recover the robot's actuators solves the following minimization problem,
where f (q, c) is Eq. 26 but with the contact configuration included for clarity. In other words, from a set of contact configurations C, select which contact configuration, c, and corresponding robot configuration q best minimizes the temperature potential function. This enables a contact-switching strategy with temperature minimization, which is the key to cooling dangerously warm actuators faster than a strategy relying on minimum effort configuration only. Finally, it is assumed that there exists a valid trajectory to switch between any contact configurations in C. While Eq. 26 takes about 15s per configuration to converge due to the naive gradient descent implementation, since the contact configurations are simple, the final minimizing configurations turn out to be similar and can be stored ahead of time.
To encourage the optimization routine to select contact configurations which prioritize thermal minimization of dangerously warm actuator components, The i-th diagonal element of Q is updated to a large number if a sensed thermal state is greater than some threshold (eg: 70 • C). Otherwise, it is set to its original weight. Additionally, the thermal prediction horizon is set to half of the learned thermal time constant, RC. This ensures that the predicted thermal state is still in the transient region and not in steady-state. Note that setting the prediction horizon to infinity is similar to finding a minimizing configuration with as many active contacts as possible, which is not desired as contact switching can cool down very warm actuators faster (see Sec. VII-B). The implementation uses ∆t = 20s, and the Q cost matrix is identity by default.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION AND RESULTS

A. Thermal Recovery with Contact Switching
The NASA Valkyrie robot is used to validate the thermal minimization algorithm. The robot uses the Institute for Human and Machine Cognition's (IHMC) momentum-based whole-body controller [21] with a high level interface 2 . To begin the experiment, the operator first commands Valkyrie to balance on a single leg. This heats up the stance leg in less than two minutes. When the thermal state of the torso or leg actuators enters a warning zone (set to 75 • C), the thermal recovery algorithm routine is called 3 .
In Fig. 6 , the left leg is lifted, which heats up the right leg actuators. To thermally recover the heated right leg actuators, the thermal minimization algorithm finds a strategy to first balance on the left leg, then balance with both legs after the right leg actuators have sufficiently cooled down. Notice that the descent of the temperature norm of the right leg actuators was steeper during left leg balancing than double support 2 https://github.com/ihmcrobotics/ihmc msgs 3 Valkyrie's actuators can operate up to 90 • C but a low value is set here for hardware safety.
balancing, indicating that the algorithm correctly selected a strategy that managed the heating and cooling of the left and right leg actuators respectively to prioritize the cooling of the right leg actuators. When all the thermal states are below 70 • C, the robot is returned to its nominal configuration.
B. Proposed Strategy vs Minimum Effort Strategy
The advantage of using a thermally-aware contact-switching strategy instead of a minimum effort strategy is highlighted by temperature norm changes for the right leg actuators (Fig.7) . The previous experiment is repeated but when an actuator's thermal state enters the warning zone, the robot is instead commanded to only employ a minimum effort configuration. This configuration is computed using Eq. 23 as the vector term in Eq. 26. As before, the robot is returned to a nominal configuration once all the actuators are below 70 • C. Fig.7 shows that while both approaches take about one minute to recover the actutator thermal states, the contact-switching approach has faster cooling rates for the dangerously warm right leg actuators. This enables the right leg actuators to cool down in only 21s (the duration between when the robot leans on the left leg and when the robot enters double support).
VIII. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The presented approach assumes that the estimated contact reaction forces (Eq. 21) are always valid as gradient descent Fig. 7. (a) The temperature norm rates of the dangerously warm right leg actuators are compared between the proposed thermally-aware contact switching approach versus minimum effort only. The norm rates are obtained by performing a low-pass derivative filter on the temperature norm with a 0.1Hz cutoff frequency. The data are x-axis aligned by using the starting time of the thermal recovery process. (b) The minimum effort configuration used for comparison. While both approaches finished cooling all the actuators in one minute, the contact-switching strategy had faster cooling rates for the right leg actuator, cooling it down to a safe temperature state in 21s (which is the duration between when the robot leans on its left leg and when it enters double support).
is performed on the configuration. Since, surface contacts typically have unilateral constraints, the gradient descent may propose a configuration that requires an invalid reaction force direction. To address this problem, observe that Eq. 31 is equivalent to a joint configuration task. Thus, this can be inserted in a QP-based whole-body controller with task relaxation, such as [22] , which ensures unilateral constraint satisfiability. This QP can then be a subroutine to compute the configuration update (Eq. 32) with numerical integration of the inverse dynamics, as used in [23] for example.
The approach for thermally recovering actuators uses datadriven methods and closed-form solutions of equality constrained dynamics. While the thermally minimizing configurations found usually coincide with minimum effort, significantly different thermal states and time constants along the same kinematic chain can generate a different solution. Furthermore, contact switching strategies enable the robot to aggressively cool down dangerously warm actuators faster than a minimum effort strategy alone. A future research direction is to incorporate the closed-form thermal prediction as part of general trajectory generation and motion planning.
